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Background
• The world is facing the problems of sustainability and global
warming. (global issue).
• These two problems have brought a common attention of
increasing the renewable energy share into power grids
worldwide.
• The emission of greenhouse gases (mainly CO2 and methane)
from fossil fuel power plants is an essential cause for the climate
change.
• Global warming is a situation of elevating the temperature of
the lower atmosphere and the surface of the earth due to
those undesired emissions.
• As CO2 and other gases pile in the atmosphere, these gases
have caused temperatures to increase.

Common expected Solutions for power generation in the future.
As mentioned in the previous slide, global warming and sustainability have
brought considerable interest renewable generation. There are three main ways
for future power generation for sustainable generation development and
reduction of CO2 emissions [1]:
1. By replacing the traditional coal/gas/oil-based generation to renewable
generation (wind, solar, marine);
2. By increasing nuclear power production which is largely CO2-free.
3. By using mixed generation with conventional thermal power plants
integrated with carbon capture and storage.
We shall discuss these three scenarios one by one.

[1]

The first scheme: The feasibility of 100% renewable
framework.
• There are many published articles, which presents a feasible
scenarios for global or large regional 100% scenario.
• A sample paper from recognized journal/publisher could provide
a strong and validated argument.
• The paper screen-shot below , reference [2] is discussed as an
example

[2]

The first scheme: The feasibility of 100% renewable framework.
•

•

•

The paper has concluded that the main barriers to 100% renewable energy
coverage of load demand are neither technological nor economical, but
instead are mainly political, institutional and cultural.
The issue of security and stability of 100 renewable generation has been
answered/argued in the paper that the RE systems is able to provide
‘synthetic’ inertia, because their outputs are integrated with power
electronic devices such as inverters to control frequency and voltage before
entering the grid.
However, it is known that synthetic inertia is very small in comparison to that
in thermal units of the heavy rotating mass supplied by huge boilers in thermal
power stations, which makes the issue of stability still questionable and not
fully answered in that paper.

Information Source: Mark Diesendorf, Ben Elliston. The feasibility of 100%
renewable electricity systems: A response to critics. Renewable and
Sustainable Energy Reviews, Volume 93, 2018, Pages 318-330,

The first scheme: The feasibility of 100% renewable framework.

•

•

It can be however better answered with the capability hydro-units, which are
generally renewable resource, instead of synthetic inertia solution, which is
still not widespread and very small in comparison to the natural inertia of
conventional and hydraulic sources .
As concepts, the security is wider than stability and they are regarded as if
they are the same problem in the paper.

Information Source: Mark Diesendorf, Ben Elliston. The feasibility of 100%
renewable electricity systems: A response to critics. Renewable and
Sustainable Energy Reviews, Volume 93, 2018, Pages 318-330,

The first scheme: The feasibility of 100% renewable framework.
•

Other highly accessed and cited article reports a comprehensive review for
the feasibility of 100% RE as a response to another article with opposite
view.

•

The article with screenshot below provides a thorough review to prove that

Res are not only feasible, but already economically viable and decreasing
in cost every year.

[3]

The first scheme: The feasibility of 100% renewable framework.
•

Countries already at or close to 100% RE.

• Paraguay (99%), Norway (97%), Uruguay (95%), Costa Rica (93%), Brazil
(76%) and Canada (62%).
•

However, the main reason is the abundance of hydraulic generation capacity,
either within the grid or through strong interconnection with neighboring
countries. Hydraulic is generally flexible and dispatchable, but very limited in
the Arabic Country.

[3]

The second scheme: Towards increased development of carbon capture and
storage as a clean fossil technology with considerable share of renewables (mixed
power generation scheme).

• To guarantee wider range power system stability and security on
the long run, fossil-fueled are still unavoidable.
• In this scheme some researchers argue that REs alone are unable to
cover the huge energy demand due to their lower energy density.
• This force a major change in power system structure to move
renewables from generation to distributed or embedded
generation.
• Due to those technical and physical reasons, fossil or thermal power
plants are still indispensable globally and also locally in the Arab
world.
• However, fossil fuel units must be cleaner.

The second scheme: Towards increased development of carbon capture and
storage as a clean fossil technology with considerable share of renewables (mixed
power generation scheme).

• Clean fossil technologies can be divided into two classifications:
Energy efficiency improvement method and emission
capture/control method [4].

[4]

The second scheme: Towards increased development of carbon capture and
storage as a clean fossil technology with considerable share of renewables (mixed
power generation scheme).

• The economical and physical justifications of this scenario.
• One of the most salient arguments I found in this paper that studies the
European Power system feasibility to 100% renewable.
• Keeping in mind that European power system is much advanced
economically and technically than the power systems feeding the
Arabian region.
• Nevertheless, About 120 billion € increased cost to 100% coverage of the
European grid.
• Cross-border transmission capacity at least 140GW higher than current
levels.
• The target of 100% RE can be more difficult in our local network

The second scheme: Towards increased development of carbon capture and
storage as a clean fossil technology with considerable share of renewables (mixed
power generation scheme).

• The paper doesn’t study the possibility of 100% for Europe in 2050,
but just introduced the economical and physical consequences.
• Another argument is that the responses of REs alone for transient
stability are not precisely realized.
• Most feasibility studies of 100% REs studies focus on system
adequacy, NOT security of the network. .

The second scheme: Towards increased development of carbon capture and
storage as a clean fossil technology with considerable share of renewables (mixed
power generation scheme).

• One method for clean-fossil technologies is CO2 capture and
storage.
• A way to reduce CO2 concentration.

[6]

The second scheme: Towards increased development of carbon capture and
storage as a clean fossil technology with considerable share of renewables (mixed
power generation scheme).

• CO2 capture methods [6]
1- Pre-combustion CO2 capture

2- Post-combustion CO2 capture

The second scheme: Towards increased development of carbon capture and
storage as a clean fossil technology with considerable share of renewables (mixed
power generation scheme).

• CO2 storage (geological storage)

[6]

The second scheme: Towards increased development of carbon capture and
storage as a clean fossil technology with considerable share of renewables (mixed
power generation scheme).

• CO2 storage (ocean storage)

[6]

• Ocean storage might be more suitable for the Mediterranean Sea than
the red sea due to the depth. (lower than 3000 m in case of the red sea)

The second scheme: Towards increased development of carbon capture and
storage as a clean fossil technology with considerable share of renewables (mixed
power generation scheme).
. Improvements methods
• The second method is Energy Efficiency
• This includes:
1- supercritical technology (the most suitable and some of them already exist in
Egypt, Saudi Arabia, and UAE). (adopted for coal, gas, or oil)
2- coal gasification.
3- Fluidized bed combustion.
• We will discuss the first one.
• Supercritical means above critical point of pressure and temperature.
• Higher thermal energy can be harvested from the boiler.
• 10% improvements in efficiency means 25% reduction in CO2 emissions and
substantial fuel savings.
• The system will be more complicated to control because it will introduce
another control system objective, which is preserving the supercritical
conditions inside the boiler

The second scheme: Towards increased development of carbon capture and
storage as a clean fossil technology with considerable share of renewables (mixed
power generation scheme).

• Chemical engineering methods are not the only way to improve the
efficiency.
• In Power Engineering, Modeling and control methods can be also
viable solution.
• These technologies are still dominant technology for many
developed and developing countries.

The second scheme discussion:
•
•
•

Chemical engineering methods are not the only way to improve the efficiency.
In Power Engineering, Modeling and control methods can be also viable solution.
These technologies are still dominant technology for many developed and
developing countries.

The second scheme discussion:
•
•
•

Chemical engineering methods are not the only way to improve the efficiency.
In Power Engineering, Modeling and control methods can be also viable solution.
These technologies are still dominant technology for many developed and
developing countries.

The third scheme: Increasing the share of Nuclear Power Plants

•
•
•
•

Nuclear power plants are largely CO2 free.
There are considerable arguments for their sustainability.
Retain the conventional structure of the power system.
However, there are not flexible for power demand variation
because the thermal energy is given by nuclear reactor instead of
boiler.
• They are more suitable for base load operation.
• Radioactive waste storage. .

The third scheme: Increasing the share of Nuclear Power Plants
•

•

•

•
•

Regarding flexibility, there are some original attempts to make nuclear generation
flexible.
The paper below introduces a new method based on a novel mixed integer linear
programming formulation to widen the technical operating constraints of nuclear
generation more precisely, Including impacts of transients in the reactor core.
It has been then integrated with unit commitment and economic dispatch problem
of power system.
The study is limited to simulation.
No practical satisfaction to the issue of flexibility.

Conclusion
•

It shouldn’t be the question of which year the 100% RE would be possible.

•

Instead, the scientific merit of each of the three scenarios are discussed.

•

The main purpose is that to provide feasible and healthy alternatives of the
generation scenarios in case of not reaching the target of 100%.

•

Thereby keeping the development in all generation technologies to do just that.

•

The subjective target should be the continuity of electricity service (security &
stability) as well as minimum cost of production, which can be achieved by all
generation technologies together.

•

In the Arabian power network, the concentrated solar power (CSP) power plants
should be an essential technology towards the feasibility of 100% in the light of
stability of the grid and continuity of service.
However, the difference in currency between Arabian states and differences in
the prices kW⋅h is also a common barrier.

•

Conclusion
•

•

•

Even by simple mathematical optimization of the Arabian grid, it will be very
beneficial economically to have the same price and currency for the resources to
be profitable.
Since biogas and natural gas can be fired in the same device (the gas turbine or
GT), it can be attractive solution beside solar in order to provide the required
adequacy security ancillary services.
Combined cycle power plant with supercritical HRSG can be a clear target to save
substantial amounts of fuel
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Any Questions?

